Abstract. Large-scale structure has been shown as a promising cosmic probe for distinguishing and constraining dark energy models. Using the growth index parametrization, we obtain an analytic formula for the growth rate of structures in a coupled dark energy model in which the exchange of energy-momentum is proportional to the dark energy density. We find that the evolution of f σ 8 can be determined analytically once we know the coupling, the dark energy equation of state, the present value of the dark energy density parameter and the current mean amplitude of dark matter fluctuations. After correcting the growth function for the correspondence with the velocity field through the continuity equation in the interacting model, we use our analytic result to compare the model's predictions with large-scale structure observations.
Introduction
Observations of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) [1, 2] at the end of the 1990s culminated in the currently well established fact that the Universe is undergoing a phase of accelerated expansion. In the framework of General Relativity (GR), some exotic form of matter with negative pressure -the dark energy (DE) -or a simple positive cosmological constant (Λ) can account for such acceleration.
Prior to the idea of DE is another unknown component referred to as dark matter (DM). At the level of galaxy structures, the amount of visible matter in galaxies is not large enough to explain the observed rotation curves, which differ from the prediction of classical mechanics when considering the gravitational field generated by the visible matter [3, 4] . A possible solution is the existence of a kind of matter that neither interacts with radiation nor with the conventional matter except through the gravitational field or through some feeble interaction.
The Universe turns out to be remarkably well described by a model composed mostly of these two dark components and smaller fractions of baryonic matter and radiation, the Λ-Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model. This concordance ΛCDM model, with a phase of extremely fast expansion (dubbed inflation) right after the Big Bang, is widely accepted as the de facto model of the Universe. But still, it leaves some questions unanswered. One of them is the seeming coincidence that matter and dark energy are found to contribute to the energy content of the Universe with amounts of the same order today, despite behaving quite differently with respect to the expansion. Posed this way, this fact has been known as the cosmic coincidence problem. Some authors have proposed the existence of a mechanism that drives the ratio between the two components close to 1 at late times. An interaction between the dark components would provide just that [5] [6] [7] , while appearing to be compatible with observations. The possibility of such an interaction should be regarded as the natural case for these components, whose natures we do not know, rather than as a particular case of a bigger scenario. It could then be a solution or at least an alleviation to the coincidence problem.
Several authors have built and constrained interacting DE models with observations, mostly of SNe Ia, Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO), galaxy clusters and H(z) data [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . For more comprehensive references, see the review ref. [19] . More recently, researchers have been also attempting to detect the effect of interaction on the clustering of matter, through the rate at which structures form, which can be measured with redshift-space distortions (RSDs) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The fact that the interaction is expected to affect the growth of structures more than it affects phenomena from remote epochs, e.g. the CMB, makes this low-redshift observable particularly interesting. One can expect to see the imprint of the interaction on matter structures by analyzing the rate at which they grow compared to how the non-interacting standard cosmology predicts.
It is interesting that the evolution of the growth rate can be solved approximately in an analytic form,
γ(z) . The approximation was first proposed by Peebles [25] for the matter dominated universe as f (z = 0) ≈ (Ω M,0 ) 0.6 , followed by the more accurate approximation (Ω M,0 ) 4/7 by Lightman & Schechter [26] . More generally, the approximation was also obtained in dynamical DE models with zero curvature and slowly varying equation of state [27] and in curved spaces [28] . In modified gravity models, the approximate solution was given in refs. [29, 30] . Since growth data spans a wide range of redshift and the growth index evolves with the redshift, it is worth exploring its parametrization as a function of the redshift. This can help distinguish between DE models and modified gravity models [31, 32] . In this work we will investigate the influence of a DE-DM interaction on the growth of structures. Our main purpose is to solve analytically the growth rate of matter perturbations as a function of the redshift in an interacting DE model. We will generalize the method employed for the dynamical DE model without any interaction with DM in ref. [20] . Our derivation is based on the expansion of the growth index and of the DE equation of state (EoS) parameter in terms of the DE density parameter Ω DE (z). We will also derive an expression for the root-mean-square (rms) amplitude of perturbations σ 8 (z) and show that when the DE equation of state, the coupling, the DE energy density and the amplitude of perturbations at present are given, the evolution history of the growth of structures is fully determined analytically. This analytic solution of the growth can help us clearly see the influence of the interaction between dark sectors in the growth. With the analytic form of f σ 8 (z) obtained, we can test the interacting DE model by using RSD observations. The outline of this paper is as follows: in section 2 we introduce the phenomenological model. Section 3 goes deeply into the dynamical equations governing the perturbations of the fluids, according to GR. We then compare our model predictions with RSDs in section 4 and give our conclusions in section 5.
Cosmology with DE and DM interactions
Although some models inspired by Quantum Field Theory have been proposed [17, 33] attempting to explain the interaction between dark sectors at the Lagrangian level, here we will concentrate on the phenomenological approach to describe the interaction between DE and DM. We represent the interaction by non-vanishing contributions to the right-hand side of the energy-momentum tensor conservation equations for the dark fluids, preserving, however, the total energy-momentum conservation.
The background universe
Hereafter we consider a universe described, at the background level, by the flat FriedmannLemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric, which we write in terms of the conformal time τ , ds 2 = a 2 (τ ) −dτ 2 + δ ij dx i dx j , where a(τ ) is the scale factor and x i are the spatial coordinates. We use latin letters i, j, . . . for the spatial indices 1, 2, 3 and greek letters µ, ν, . . . for the indices 0, 1, 2 and 3. Dots denote derivatives with respect to the conformal time.
We consider the universe composed only of dark matter and dark energy, with zero curvature. The components are treated as fluids, with energy-momentum tensor
wherep andρ are the pressure and energy density of the fluid,ū µ its four-velocity, andḡ µν the metric. The bars indicate that the quantities are unperturbed. In the standard model, the fluids satisfy the energy-momentum conservation ∇ µT µ ν = 0. An interaction is introduced by rewriting this equation as
for both fluids. Total energy-momentum conservation requiresQ
. As a result of the homogeneity and isotropy of the background, the spatial components ofQ ν are zero. The fluids are comoving with the Hubble flow, withū µ = (a −1 , 0, 0, 0). The unperturbed energymomentum tensors of the two fluids have their non-zero components given byT 0 0 = −ρ, T i j =p δ i j . The ν = 0 energy-momentum conservation equation thus readṡ
for each of the two dark fluids, with H ≡ȧ/a and w ≡p/ρ the equation of state (EoS) parameter. The background evolution of the universe as a whole is governed by the Friedmann equation, from the unperturbed time-time Einstein's field equation (EFE),
The perturbed equations
We consider scalar perturbations only. Since we intend to discuss the gravitational evolution of perturbations, it is more convenient to work in the conformal (Newtonian) gauge. Scalar perturbations develop at low redshifts in the era of structure formation. In the conformal gauge, the line element is written as 5) with φ = φ(x µ ) and ψ = ψ(x µ ) being small perturbations, satisfying |φ|, |ψ| 1. The metric is given by
Assuming that there is no anisotropic stress, we have ψ = φ. We rewrite the metric separating its unperturbed part and the perturbation h µν as g µν =ḡ µν + h µν . We have thenḡ 00 = −a 2 , g ij = a 2 δ ij , h 00 = −2a 2 φ, h ij = −2a 2 φδ ij . The unperturbed metricḡ must be used to lower or raise indices of unperturbed tensors. We denote the perturbed parts of all other quantities by their own symbol preceded by a δ, as in B ≡B + δB. The perturbations must satisfy |δB| |B|. The components of the perturbed energy-momentum tensors, from perturbing eq. (2.1), are
With these perturbed metric and energy-momentum tensor, the perturbed conservation equations give the following evolution equations for the perturbations,
where we have introduced the relative density perturbation δ ≡ δρ/ρ and used δu 0 = −aφ, from the condition g µν u µ u ν = −1. δQ µ are the perturbations to the exchange of energymomentum in the perturbed conservation equations, c 2 s ≡ δp/δρ is the sound speed of the fluid, k i are the components of the wavevector in Fourier space, and θ ≡ a −1 ik j δu j is the divergence of the velocity perturbation in Fourier space.
The perturbed time-time EFE is the Poisson equation, relating φ and the total density perturbation of the fluids. The full Poisson equation in Fourier space is
In order to analyze the growth of structures, we need to combine equations (2.8) with the Poisson equation to substitute φ in terms of δ DM . Since structures grow in the Newtonian regime, on spatial scales much smaller than the horizon (k H) and with negligible time variation of the potential, we can discard the second term in the left-hand side of eq. (2.9) and the term proportional toφ. Also, the dark energy perturbations are expected to be negligible on sub-horizon scales [34] . The Poisson equation then reduces to
the last equality coming from eq. (2.4) with the density parameter of the DM fluid defined as Ω DM ≡ρ DM /ρ critical , the critical density being equal to the total densityρ total =ρ DM +ρ DE (and thus Ω DE = 1 − Ω DM ) in the absence of curvature. Finally, combining equations (2.8) and (2.10) together, we get the second order differential equation for the DM perturbation 
(2.14)
and the evolution of the DM perturbations (2.11) reduces tö
The standard evolutionδ DM + Hδ DM − 3 2 H 2 Ω DM δ DM = 0 is recovered when ξ = 0. Due to the presence of the interaction, the coefficient of δ DM in eq. (2.16) can become positive as Ω DM decreases, leading to a decaying regime of the perturbation. This negative growth rate, as we will see in section 3, cannot be described by the parametrization of f with the growth index.
The analytical growth rate and amplitude of perturbations
The growth rate f is defined as the logarithmic derivative of the (total) matter perturbation with respect to the logarithm of the scale factor, 1) and is often parametrized by
The exponent γ is called the growth index. This approximation has been shown very satisfactory until now for virtually any cosmological model without DE-DM coupling, with γ varying accordingly (see, for example, ref. [35] and references therein). In the ΛCDM model, the growth index is approximately 6/11. One can explore γ in different models by expanding it in terms of the DE density parameter. This can then be used to test and compare models since we can measure the growth rate as a function of the redshift.
The growth of structure in the CDE model
To obtain the approximation f ≈ Ω γ DM , we need to change the time derivatives ∂/∂τ to ∂/∂a and write eq. (2.16) in terms of f . We can carry out the Taylor expansion for the functions in terms of Ω DE around zero, describing the time evolution in terms of the DE density abundance. In non-interacting models, a polynomial equation in Ω DE can be obtained by equating coefficients in both sides, with its zero-th order coefficients vanishing identically and its coefficients for higher orders in Ω DE giving the coefficients of γ =
terms of the coefficients of
n (see, for example, ref. [27] ). This form of parametrization has been shown useful in obtaining the analytic expression of the growth index in dynamical DE models and convenient for distinguishing the model from the ΛCDM model [20, 27] .
For the DE-DM interaction model, we will adopt the same strategy as that of the noninteracting cases [20] . We will do the expansion around Ω DE = 0 and assume that the ratio between the rate of change of the DE density parameter and the Hubble rate is negligible compared to the density parameter and to unity, at least in the regime of structure formation. Therefore,Ω DE /H Ω DE in eq. (2.16) and we are led tö
After some manipulations, this is rewritten as
Substituting f , we have
which still has the first term parametrized by the scale factor. Next, we write
and use the (background) energy conservation equations to substitute
where we have usedρ total =ρ
, while the DM equation gives
which can be inserted back in eq. (3.6) to give
and dividing eq. (3.5) by f we have
Finally, expanding eq. (3.9) around Ω DE = 0 with f = (Ω DM ) γ 0 +γ 1 Ω DE +... , we arrive at the polynomial equation
The zero-th order part is still identically zero even with non-zero ξ. The equations of the higher order terms can be solved to give the modified growth index coefficients
11a)
. . . , which gives a rather small contribution γ 1 Ω DE to γ for a slowly varying EoS parameter.
Predictions made with f = (Ω DM ) γ 0 +γ 1 Ω DE +... can, in principle, be compared to growth rate measurements like those compiled in ref. [32] . Those data, however, are generally obtained from measurements of the RSD parameter β = f /b, where b is the bias measuring how galaxies trace the matter density field, and thus can be bias-dependent. Usually, it is preferable to compare predictions with the bias-independent data of the combination f σ 8 [36] , the growth rate multiplied by the variance of the density field filtered at a scale R = 8 h −1 Mpc, defined as 12) where P (k, z) is the matter power spectrum and W (kR) is the window function of the experiment in Fourier space. We derive σ 8 from δ DM starting with the definition of f ,
We integrate backwards in Ω DE from Ω DE,0 to Ω DE (z) and expand it to obtain
where we have introduced the definitions
The time dependence of δ DM is parametrized by Ω DE . δ DM,0 and Ω DE,0 represent their values today. Eq. (3.14) then gives
up to the second order in Ω DE and Ω DE,0 , with
is the backward propagation function for the evolution of the DM perturbation from redshift zero to z.
follows directly from the definition (3.12) that σ 2 R = D 2 σ 2 R,0 , i.e., σ R satisfies the same equation (3.16) for δ DM . Thus, at the scale R = 8 h −1 Mpc, we have 
The zero-th order DE density parameter is obtained by setting w DE = w 0 and neglecting the term ξ
Now the density parameter up to the first order is calculated by using w DE = w 0 + w 1 Ω
DE and ξ
With equations (3.11), (3.20) and (3.23) we are now able to compute f (z) and σ 8 (z) provided that we know the parameters ξ, w n , and Ω DE,0 . Once we know the coupling, DE EoS coefficients, DE density parameter and the mean perturbation amplitude at present we can determine analytically how structures have evolved and can compare these results with largescale structure (LSS) observations.
Stability conditions
Interacting DE models with constant EoS have already been shown to suffer from instabilities with respect to curvature and dark energy perturbations [37, 38] . Depending on some combinations of the sign of the interaction and on the dark energy being of the quintessence or phantom type, δ DE and the potential φ can blow up. 
Constant EoS Interaction sign Condition
shown by ref. [39] , which extends the model stability analysis of ref. [38] to negative values of ξ. These results strongly restrict the parameter space for interacting DE. As those references point out, such instabilities can be avoided by allowing the EoS to vary with time, which we do when we expand w DE in terms of Ω DE . However, before considering a time variable EoS, first we simplify our models by fixing w 1 so we have one less parameter to be constrained with the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. We proceed in the next section to compare our results for the growth rate with numerical calculations provided by a modified version of CAMB [40] , in order to assess the reliability of our expressions and validate the method.
Comparison with full numerical computations in CAMB
To test how effective our analytical result of the growth in the CDE model is, we compare it with the numerical f (z) obtained in a modified version of CAMB for the interacting model. 1 We are going to show that our analytic solution can be trusted and we can further use it to estimate the cosmological parameters with a MCMC code, as a shortcut alternative to the full numerical computation to speed up the calculation.
We fix w 1 = 0 and Ω DE,0 = 0.7 and calculate f (z) with z ranging from 0 to 10. According to the stability conditions given in the last section, the interaction constant in CDE can be negative, in which case the dark energy EoS must be of quintessence type, or the coupling be positive with phantom type DE EoS. We then fix w 0 = −0.999 and test the interaction constants ξ = −0.1, −0.01, −0.001 and w 0 = −1.001 with ξ = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1. To distinguish these two tests, we use CPDE and CQDE for phantom-and quintessence-type dark energy, respectively. The comparisons are shown in figure 1 through the modulus of the difference ∆f ≡ f anl − f num divided by f num (left panel), where "anl" and "num" stand for analytical and numerical computations. Over the range of the LSS data (low redshift until z ∼ 1), for a given ξ, the discrepancy grows as we approach z = 0, which is expected from the fact that Ω DE,0 is as big as 0.7. The discrepancy tends to decrease as z increases, but only until a certain redshift, when it can start to grow, albeit slowly. In the plot, we focus on the redshift range [0, 2]. In the ξ = 0.1 case, f num can become negative and the discrepancy is huge. This occurs because as z decreases,
increases and the second term inside the curly brackets in eq. (3.3) dominates the coefficient of δ DM and changes its sign, leading to a negative growth. The analytical parametrization (Ω DM ) γ , on the other hand, obviously can 1 The model implemented in CAMB had a baryonic component that could be set to account for a minimum of 0.2 % of the total energy density, which should be perfectly fine as our tests showed that even the higher amount of 4 % did not have a perceptible influence on the comparisons. This modified version of CAMB has been used in previous works [16, 41] . See ref. [42] for more details about the implementation. never become negative. The numerical result for ξ = −0.1 shows that f grows very rapidly at small redshifts as z goes to zero, a behavior that is opposite to the other cases. This is due to a change of sign in the coefficient ofδ DM (Hubble drag) in eq. (3.3). We discard the cases ξ = −0.1 and ξ = 0.1 as they are not well described by eq. (3.2) and restrict ξ within the interval [−0.01, 0] for the CQDE model and [0, 0.01] for the CPDE model, which allow the difference between the numerical and the analytical results to be kept below about 10 % (with the other parameters fixed at reasonable values). Cusps indicating a change of sign of ∆f are observed in the curves of |∆f /f num | at higher redshifts (not shown). The fact that the analytical and numerical curves cross themselves instead of converging to a common plateau, with f num becoming smaller than f anl as z becomes larger, might indicate some contribution of a decaying mode of the perturbation, which is out of the scope of this work.
The conclusion is that the MCMC analysis can be made with high efficiency using the analytic expressions -especially useful when the computational power available is limited -derived for f in the interacting DE model, provided the parameters are restricted to the region where the discrepancy with respect to the numerical reference from CAMB is reasonably small. In the next section we present the RSD data that we use to estimate the parameters of our interacting models via MCMC.
Observational constraints
In this section we present the dataset used to constrain the parameters of our models. Because of the way those data were obtained, an adjustment to our growth rate f , calculated in a universe where DM interacts with DE, is required before comparing with f σ 8 data. We explain in detail how the comparison must be made, then describe the statistical method employed in the analysis and discuss the results. 
The data
One way of measuring growth of structure is through the effect of redshift-space distortions.
Kaiser [43] showed that the galaxy power spectrum P s observed in redshift space is expected to be amplified with respect to the real power spectrum P (k) by a factor that depends on the growth rate and on the cosine of the angle between the movement of the galaxies and the observation µ kz ≡ 1 k k ·ẑ. The linear theory, with the plane-parallel approximation for distant observer, imposes the relation
where k is the wavevector, k its modulus andẑ the line-of-sight direction. β is the so-called redshift-space distortion parameter, defined as β ≡ f (z)/b(z), where b(z) is a bias parameter relating the galaxy and matter density contrasts by δ G = bδ M . The galaxy overdensity is extracted from a galaxy redshift survey. The bias can be estimated as
, the ratio of root-mean-square (rms) fluctuations of the two overdensity fields. Multipole analysis of the anisotropy of the redshift-space power spectrum or correlation function in the redshift survey allows the observational determination of β. Thus, one gets the measurement βσ 8,G = f σ 8,M of the growth of structure. The advantage of using f σ 8 rather than just f to compare with model predictions is that the estimator βσ 8,G does not require the assumption of a bias model. Also, the determination of β is affected only weakly by changes in the cosmology (through the determination of distances) [36, 44] .
In table 2 we list measurements of growth rate with their errors for various redshifts from different surveys like 2dF, 6dF, SDSS, BOSS and WiggleZ. Most of those data are measured using RSD and others are based on direct measurements of peculiar velocities [45, 56, 57] or galaxy luminosities [49] .
Corrections to the growth rate due to the altered continuity equation
In a standard cosmology, the coherent motion of galaxies is connected to the growth rate through the galaxy continuity equation θ G = −Hβδ G , built upon the matter continuity equation θ M = −Hf M δ M with the density bias assumption δ G = bδ M and without any bias for the velocities (θ G = θ M ). Whether the RSD parameter β is measured from the power spectrum or from peculiar velocities, the f σ 8 data are based on the correspondence between f /b and the velocity divergence as established by the continuity equation. When an interacting matter component is involved, these continuity equations do not hold anymore. We will now see what quantity corresponds to the velocity divergence θ G in an interacting DE model. We need to start over from the baryons and DM continuity equations in the interacting model to write a continuity equation for matter on which a continuity equation for galaxies can be based. The two matter fluids now behave differently, one coupled to the dark energy fluid and the other uncoupled. For baryons, we still haveδ B +θ B = 0. With Q 0 DM = −3Hξρ DE , the DM continuity equation was obtained in section 2.2,
Since the matter density ρ M is the sum of the densities ρ B and ρ DM , the matter perturbation is δ M = (ρ B δ B +ρ DM δ DM ) /ρ M and its time derivative iṡ
where we have also used the background evolution equations of each component from eq. (2.3). Substituting the time derivative,
Recognizing θ M by the term (ρ B θ B +ρ DM θ DM ) /ρ M , as usual, gives the continuity equation altered by the interaction
is the modified growth rate, with the usual f M ≡ d ln δ M d ln a . We maintain the assumption that galaxies trace the matter field via δ G = bδ M and θ G = θ M = θ, so the galaxy continuity equation is now
withβ ≡f /b. Therefore, this modified growth rate function is the quantity that effectively corresponds to the coherent motion of galaxies if there is an interaction between DM and DE according to the CDE model considered here. Also, the RSD parameter that is effectively measured from the power spectrum isβ, since the modeling of the Kaiser effect, including its nonlinear features, relies on a continuity equation like eq. (4.6) 2 to substitute the velocity divergence in favor of the density multiplied by the (thus modified) growth rate. The same argument applies about the treatment of nonlinear effects like the Fingers-of-God (FoG) (see, for example, refs. [58, 59] ). We then just need to add the term 3ξρ
to the growth rate f DM = Ω γ DM obtained in section 3.1 before comparing those predictions to the f σ 8 data. In our simplified model with the matter sector composed of dark matter only, without baryonic matter, the modified growth rate isf DM = f DM + 3ξ
2 Higher-order terms are generally neglected in the continuity equation.
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The statistical method
We perform a posterior likelihood analysis with flat priors for the parameters. In order to do that, we employ our analytic formula in computing the theoretical growth, implement it in a MCMC program in python and carry out the data fitting by using a simple Metropolis algorithm [60] [61] [62] . The proposal function in the algorithm is a multivariate normal distribution centered at the current state of the Markov chain. Its covariance matrix is a diagonal matrix where each diagonal element is equal to the square of a fraction of the prior interval of its corresponding parameter, adjusted by hand to give an acceptance ratio roughly between 0.2 and 0.5 in the Metropolis algorithm [61] . The likelihoods are computed as
N is the number of points in the dataset, σ i the errors in the measurements, "obs" stands for the observed data and "th" is our theoretical prediction by using the analytic formula on the growth. We then compute the unnormalized posterior P (X|D) ∝ P (D|X)π(X) for the parameter-space point X given the dataset D, according to the Bayesian theorem, where P (D|X) is the likelihood L and π(X) is the prior. Our MCMC code evolves the chains checking for convergence after each N steps and keeps running until they match the convergence criteria. The starting points are chosen randomly with uniform probability within the prior ranges for each parameter. For monitoring the convergence of the chains, we implemented the multivariate extension of the method proposed by Gelman and Rubin [63, 64] .
The results
For comparison purposes, we first constrain a simple ΛCDM model with the two free parameters σ 
regardless of the resulting best-fit σ 8,0 and Ω DE,0 . The growth index today is γ = 0.5505, up to first order in Ω DE . In the following, we present the results for the interacting DE models.
The coupled DE models
Besides Ω DE,0 and σ 8,0 , CDE has other free parameters: w 0 , w 1 and the coupling constant ξ. However, before trying to constrain all these parameters together, we first fix w 1 = 0 and see if we can have a good indication of w 0 = −1. Not being able to constrain w 0 alone in the equation of state means that we will certainly not be able to constrain w 0 and w 1 together. We show in figure 3 the effect of the interaction onf (z), σ 8 (z) and on the productf σ 8 (z) with Ω DE,0 and σ 8,0 fixed at their ΛCDM best-fit values and with w 0 → −1. In 3a (top panel) we can clearly see influence of the interaction on the growth rate. The constant ξ causes a shift of opposite sign to the growth rate f (not shown), but a larger shift of equal sign to the We choose the priors based on our comparison with the numerical result for f (z), given in section 3.3. As discussed in section 2.3, in order to avoid changing the sign of the coefficient of δ DM and to keep discrepancies with respect to the numerical solutions small, values of ξ should be small, of the order 10 −2 , so we use the prior [0, 0.01] for ξ in the phantom case and [−0.01, 0] in the quintessence case. Ω DE,0 can be assumed any value in the interval (0.0, 1.0]. Table 3 summarizes the priors and the fitting results and we show in figures 4 and 5a the marginalized distributions for CPDE and CQDE, respectively. We prefer to express the 1σ CL intervals of the unconstrained parameters without reporting a central value. Because of the large uncertainties of the data, the method was not able to constrain w 0 and ξ with f σ 8 data alone, as can be seen from the histograms of the marginalized distributions. This hints the fact that such set of parameters can only be better constrained if we combine the f σ 8 data with other kinds of observations, e.g. the CMB. The best-fit values encountered lead to the growth rates CPDE:
CQDE: 10) for the two models as functions of Ω DM . The best-fit Ω DE,0 gives, for each model, the growth index today γ = 0.5410 and γ = 0.5194 respectively, up to first order in the density parameter. 
On the unconstrained parameters
The models considered in our work cannot have all their parameters satisfactorily constrained due to the large uncertainties in the measurements of the large-scale structure. This difficulty motivated us to try to obtain a more conclusive determination of the interaction constant by fixing one more parameter, w 0 in the equation of state. We analyze the case of CQDE with the EoS fixed in its best-fit value w 0 = −0.997728. The choice of CQDE over CPDE is because this class of models gives, according to ref. [39] , the best fit to LSS data. 3 We then run this CQDE model with the EoS parameters fixed at w 0 = −0.997728 and w 1 = 0, which we call wCQDE. The results are shown in figure 5b and in table 3. We obtained the growth rate
with today's value of the growth index γ = 0.5194. This pretty much coincides with the CQDE result, since the best-fit values of all parameters are practically identical. We see that even when we fix the equation of state, although the region of 1σ CL has been considerably reduced for σ 8, 0 and Ω DE,0 , the growth of structure data cannot constrain very well all parameters either because the measurements are not very precise or the prior is too tight. Relaxing this prior for ξ would compromise the analysis, as the results for f would not be so reliable, as discussed in section 3.3. This last result reinforces the need of additional observables in order to get fully satisfactory constraints and make assertive conclusions about a possible detection of a DE-DM interaction.
Indeed, Yang & Xu [21] used CMB, BAO and SNe Ia in addition to f σ 8 data to constrain an interacting wCDM model (IwCDM) which is equivalent to our CQDE model. Murgia, Gariazzo and Fornengo [65] also combined CMB temperature and polarization, gravitational lensing and supernovae data with BAO/RSD data to constrain their models MOD1 and MOD2, identical to our models CQDE and CPDE, respectively. In ref. [41] , the authors combined the latest Planck CMB data, BAO, SNe Ia, H 0 data and RSD to constrain several parameters of their models, which also include our models CQDE and CPDE (models I and II in ref. [41] ). In all these works, the authors obtained the growth by numerically computing the perturbation equations and compared with observational datasets. Their results are consistent with our treatment by employing the analytic formula on computing the growth. All these results converge that f σ 8 data alone cannot help to constrain well the model parameters due to the large uncertainty of the current data.
Comparing the growth in different models
In figure 6 we plot separately each of the interacting models' best-fitf σ 8 (z), together with the ΛCDM's best-fit over the redshift range of the data. We note that the best-fitf σ 8 (z) in the CDE models is generally lower than that in ΛCDM, but as the redshift decreases, it surpasses ΛCDM around redshift z = 0.5 and becomes smaller again around z = 0.1, the difference being slightly larger in the CPDE case (left panel) due to the best-fit point more distant from the ΛCDM best-fit.
The discrepancies between the models become more apparent when we look at the 1σ ranges and at the functionsf (z), σ 8 (z) and γ(z) separately. In order to do that, we perform Although CQDE's best-fit is closer to ΛCDM than CPDE's best-fit, CQDE presents a wider 1σ range, encompassing the entire ΛCDM 1σ range (see figure 6 ). CPDE's 1σ range is about as wide as ΛCDM's. The three models are overall consistent within 1σ CL.
In figure 7 we analyze the unmodified f (z) and σ 8 (z) separately. Faster growth rate means less dark matter in the past and explains the corresponding lower amplitudes σ 8 for CPDE, which presents higher f (z) compared to ΛCDM. The opposite happens in CQDE. The differences between the interacting models and ΛCDM appear to enhance as z increases. The interacting models' 1σ ranges are consistent with ΛCDM except for CPDE's 1σ-range σ 8 , which is only marginally consistent with ΛCDM at low redshifts.
The 1σ range interval of γ(z) in ΛCDM (see figure 8 ) is very tight because the only uncertainty involved is in the Ω DE,0 parameter, which is well constrained. The best-fit growth index is lower than ΛCDM's best-fit in the two CDE models, falling closer to ΛCDM in the CPDE case and outside its own 1σ range in the CQDE case. However, their 1σ ranges are still consistent with ΛCDM in the redshift interval we are considering. 
Conclusions
In this work we have obtained the linear evolution equations for the perturbations of the dark matter fluid in cosmology with interaction in the dark sectors. We then rewrote those equations in terms of the growth rate, did the Taylor expansion around Ω DE = 0 and succeeded in deriving an analytic approximation for the growth index γ when the interaction is proportional to ρ DE . The solution (3.11) depends on the parameters of the dynamical DE equation of state and on the interaction coupling constant. The obtained analytic result for the growth index allows us to have the evolution of the growth of structures once the parameters of the coupled model are determined. Comparing with numerical calculations, we have proved that our analytic treatment works precisely within a region of the parameter space. The benefit of the analytic expression is that the influence of the coupling between dark sectors can be reflected clearly in the growth, which can help to distinguish from the models without interaction between DM and DE. Furthermore, using the analytic growth formula, we can potentially reduce the computation time and confront our model to the observations more efficiently. In fact, in our analyses we were able to achieve convergence typically four orders of magnitude better, using a rather modest workstation, than in similar MCMC analyses made with CosmoMC [66] and full numerical calculations in CAMB, running on a dedicated computer cluster, in comparable amounts of time. We have done the data fitting by confronting our model to the RSD observations.
On the other hand, we noticed that our analytic treatment is not generally effective. For example, when the interaction between dark sectors is proportional to the energy density of DM, the polynomial equation in Ω DE forces the coupling to be always zero (see appendix A for details). This problem can probably be solved if we can adopt a different parametrization of the growth rate. However, the generalization is not trivial and we leave it for further careful investigation in the future.
Although theoretically we can predict the differences caused by the interaction between dark sectors in the growth of structures from the growth in other models, tight constraints on the model parameters, such as the DE EoS and the coupling, by using f σ 8 data exclusively are difficult to be obtained. This is mainly because of the low quality of the data at this moment. We expect that the situation can be improved soon in the next years with the advent of a new generation of powerful telescopes, e.g. the SKA [67] , BINGO [68, 69] , Euclid [70] and J-PAS [71] projects.
A The case of an interaction proportional to the DM density
We have also analyzed the case of an interaction proportional do the DM density, Q 0 DM = −3Hξρ DM . We set the perturbed spatial part δQ i DM = 0. The background evolution is given byρ DM + 3Hρ DM = 3Hξρ DM . The perturbation equations (2.8) withQ 12ξ (with ξ = 0) from the first-order coefficient, which does not seem to fit the observed growth unless perhaps with a fine tuning of the parameters. Also, note that this solution implies a non-smooth transition to zero interaction. Although numerically the growth rate in this model can still be, to some degree, well approximated by the power law Ω γ DM form, as claimed in ref. [35] , analytically we can see that this form is not appropriate for a non-zero coupling in the interaction term that is proportional to ρ DM .
